Abstract
Preliminaries
For the container shipping market the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, which is a measure of industry concentration, remains below 7% (value between 1% and 15% indicates an unconcentrated industry) and the top 10 carriers have together only about 60% of the market share (see Alphaliner, 2012) . That means the market is rather competitive. In such markets the psychology of many independent competitors plays a crucial role and hence, random models become adequate for describing the behavior of the market.
Models assuming the normality of real data are widely used in many disciplines, first and foremost in finances, where the price processes are represented by the geometrical Brownian motion (the famous Black-Scholes model -see Karatzas, Shreve, 1998) . Unfortunately, in last years this purely gaussian approach has been criticized because of heavy tails of empirical data distributions which contradict the normality (see Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, 2007; Cont, Tankov, 2004; Das, 2002; Johannes, 2004) . However, the researchers have tried to overcome this problem by creating models based on the general jump-diffusion processes where large price changes have been extracted from the empirical distribution and modeled separately as jumps driven by the Poisson process. Differential equations describing such models must be usually solved by means of numerical methods (see Gardoń, 2004 and 2006) . But it helps neither because the empirical distributions of a financial data, even after extraction of jumps, are asymmetrical or too slender, that means they have got significantly different skewness or higher kurtosis than in the normal case (see Gardoń, 2011; Peiró, 1999) .
In this article we have verified if the container shipping data could be properly modeled in similar way to the financial markets data, i.e. by means of the linear jump-diffusion with an additional (in comparison to the standard Black-Scholes model) jump term driven by the homogeneous Poisson process with a certain intensity  . The modeled process X denotes in this instance the weekly average net freight (or rate, which is a transportation price consisting of basic ocean freight and different surcharges like e.g. fuel surcharge) per transported unit (TEU or FFE -the volume of a 20 or 40 feet long standard container). The equation mentioned has the following form:
N is a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity  and the both driving processes are said to be independent. Coefficients a , b and C (overlined Cs means the left-hand side limit at s, as for X) are called here the drift, the volatility and the relative jump size, respectively. Further, C denotes a strictly stationary process independent from the both driving processes W and N (see Mancini, 2009 ). This means the jump sizes are realizations of an independent identically distributed (iid) sequence of random variables ( i C  ) which may be treated as independent copies of a certain random variable C, whereas the jump times of the process N are denoted by ) ( i  . Additionally, the sequence ) ( n  will represent times when the process is observed.
There are several conditions which must be fulfilled for a proper application of such a model and will be checked in the following sections:
1. returns (called also tics or relative process changes) must be normally distributed ecsept for jump times if they exist (jump-diffusion), which will be verified in Sec.2; 2. returns must be independent from preceding process values (linearity), which will be verified in Sec.3; 3. interjump times, if they exist, must be exponentially iid (jump-diffusion driven by the homogeneous Poisson process), which will be verified in Sec.4.
Normality of the container shipping data
In our investigations we focused on the data from 16 Shanghai Containerized Freight Indices (SCFI) which describe the weekly average net freight for containers shipped from Shanghai to different parts of the world (see Chineseshipping, 2013). We decided to research this data because SCFI is the most popular index used for measuring the container market condition. The data set includes observations from the time period The Black-Scholes model requires the discretized relative price changes:
where K is the number of observations, are realizations of a normally distributed random variables sequence. But since ) ( n  is not said to be equidistant the data must be firstly standardized:
The symbol means the assymptotical distribution. Hence, the drift and volatility parameters a and b must be firstly estimated. However, the so-called no arbitrage assumption (see Karatzas, Shreve, 1998) , insists on taking a = ρ -λ EC for the proper application of the jump-diffusion model (see Kou, 2002) . The notation ρ means a riskless rate. LIBOR is usually taken as ρ. On November 19 2012 this riskless rate was equal to 0.86% p.a. for 1 year USD contracts which implies for the time unit 1 week: 0,0165% =  . On the contrary, the volatility may be estimated in the maximal likelihood sense by the standard deviation of normalized returns:
which follows immediately from the fact, that the relative price changes ) ( n Z have to be normally distributed and b is in such an instance the infinitesimal variance of the normalized return.
For the testing that  . However, looking at the empirical distributions the data in most cases seemed to be normal except for a set of outliers as in Fig.1 . That gave us a hope that after extraction of possible jumps these heavy tails could have been neglected and the remaining data would have been normal. Additionally, in several cases of SCFI we observed enormously high peak of the empirical density in the neighborhood of 0. It turned out that it was caused by such weeks in which an index had not change. Theoretically, if the price was to behave as a certain modification of the Brownian motion, it should not have been constant in any time interval. These null returns could have been the result of missing observations or index rounding because all indices but Comprehensive SCFI are represented by integers. For this reason we decided to omit all null returns, obviously, taking into account the increase of time span between some consecutive tics (where nulls removed). Usually there were approximately 10-20 unchanged observations in each SCFI data set, except only few cases: West Japan SCFI (72), East Japan SCFI (76), Southeast Asia SCFI (47), Korea SCFI (42) and Hong Kong SCFI (85). Thus, the natural consequence of the result above was the need for identification of jumps. They could be recognized in several ways, but we decided to choose the so called threshold method presented by Mancini (2004 and 2009 ) and improved by Gardoń (2011) . This method consists in constructing the so-called threshold function r , which for each subinterval defines an upper limit for the process change. If the certain return is greater it is treated as a jump. is evaluated by means of an iterative procedure based on Eqn.(2) at each step. Thus, the set of data may be divided into two parts: the data representing continuous price changes and jumps. Applying the method we generally extracted 3-8 jumps yearly exept East Japan SCFI data where we have found 12 outliers. There was only a problem with Company Overall rates because there were only 3 jumps observed in over 2 years data.
The nulls removal and the jumps extraction improved significantly the data normality. The normality tests resulted in significantly higher p-values. In five cases we received the fully doubtless normality: Persian Gulf/Red Sea SCFI, where the minimal p-value equal to 0. 4 
10
 for most tests. Nevertheless, our goal was to check how the normality depended on time lag and how it varied over time. We applied all normality tests again but this time for all possible time points. Besides, at each time point we checked the normality for different possible time lags, i.e. taking into account different numbers of past observations. Generally, apart from Europe SCFI, Australia/New Zealand SCFI, West Japan SCFI, Korea SCFI and Hong Kong SCFI the normality can be observed in all the remaining data sets for an appropriate choice of a time lag. The reader can see it e.g. in Fig.2 . White regions denote minimal p-values over 5% here.
The upper triangle is actually an unavailable area because it requires the data from the time before the first year of the observation.. It is set to 0 just for the contrast to white regions at the diagonal. The results for Company Asia-Europe trade, which is the most important and competitive part of the shipping industry, are especially interesting. The normality has been confirmed for lags 150-300 and close to 600 (whole data set). It is a highly important result that the normality is so well fulfilled for this trade, because this one requires the highest attention in the business. It has been one of the most volatile in last years, moreover, the recent price war was especially visible there. The normality may make it possible to construct hedging strategies reducing profit fluctuations.
Returns independence from the past
In this section we check the second assumption from the linear jump-diffusion model (1) and namely if the normal tics (  independence test which is usually applied for the verification of such hypothesis requires the data ordered into a contingency table. Its results also depend on the choice of levels the data is ordered to. The test of correlation based on the t -Student distributed statistic should be more effiecient. Generally, it is a weaker property, but especially in the gaussian cases it gives good approximations of independence. Only in the case of Persian Gulf/Red Sea SCFI returns were significantly dependent on index values (pvalues of the correlation and the independence tests have been equal to 0.002 and 0.008, respectively), but 2 R was only 6.2% which indicates only a slight correlation. In the instance of South Africa SCFI the correlation was not significantly different from 0 ( 0.243 = p ), but the independence test failed a bit and its p-value dropped below 2%. In all other instances pvalues of both tests were at least 8%. We would like to add that in the most interesting caseCompany Asia-Europe trade -the 2 R was equal to 7 
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 . So, after this stage we concluded that all data sets with the verified normality but Persian Gulf/Red Sea SCFI were still appropriate for jump-diffusion modeling. Next we dealt with the dependencies between jumps and previous process values testing if
. Since the numbers of jumps were rather small we decided to use the Fisher independence test for which the exact hypergeometric distribution of the test statistics is known. This test is very inefficient in the sense of the calculation time and memory usage but gives more exact results for a limited data. We conducted also the correlation tests. Only for East Japan SCFI the independence hypothesis should have been rejected ( 0.005 = p ) but at least the correlation was still statistically insignificant. We also noticed that for Persian Gulf/Red Sea SCFI the correlation was significantly different from 0 with 2 R over 40% and p-value equal to 1%, however, Persian Gulf/Red Sea SCFI also failed the previous independence test regarding preceding process values. In all other cases p-values exceeded 15% apart from Company Overall where the test could have not been conducted because of 3 jumps observed in this data set only.
Our last research in this section concerns the dependencies between jump sizes ( n C  ) and preceding interjump period lengths (n-1) verified by means of the Fisher test for the same reason as before. As we already know the investigation could not have been conducted for Company Overall because of too few jumps. Among the remaining data sets only for South America SCFI the independence null-hypothesis had to be rejected with p-value equal to 0.004. In this case 19% = 2 R differed significantly from 0 as well with 0.033 = p . Besides, in two other cases, for Southeast Asia SCFI and again for Persian Gulf/Red Sea SCFI, 2 R was significantly positive (63% and 36%, respectively) with p-value below 2% in both cases.
Intensity and distribution of jumps
In this section we verify the distribution of the interjump period lengths. If the discontinuous part of the jump diffusion equation was to be driven by the homogeneous Poisson process of intensity  , then it should hold Exp(, where the lengths of interjump intervals ) ( i  are the independent copies of a certain random variable  . We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Only in the case of East Japan SCFI the result was negative ( 0.005 = p ). Actually, for almost all data the p-value was greater than 50% and only for Company Asia-Europe it exceeded slightly the sufficient 5% level ( 5.6% = p ). However, the problem is this test requires at least a 50 elements sample to be reliable, which is fulfilled only by Company Asia-Europe trade data set containing the observations from over 12 years. Therefore we decided to check additionally all cases visually by means of QQ-plots. This verification was rather satisfactory. Only on the right-hand side of the graphs we observed usually 1-2 outliers. A virtually worse goodness-of-fit was noticed only for US West Coast SCFI.
Additionally, the interjump period lengths should be also realizations of a sequence of independent random variables. It is difficult to give a satisfactory proof for the validity of this assumption but in order to have any knowledge of this property we calculated the autocorrelation function values for interjump lags for all data sets. Summing up the results of this investigation we can state that we observed a slightly significant autocorrelation only for East Japan SCFI and moreover, only in one instance -for the 6 jumps shift. But we already discovered another problem about this index namely with interjump period lengths inconsistent with the exponential distribution. For all other indices the autocorrelation was always insignificant and for about a half of the data sets, including the most interesting Company Asia-Europe trade, 2 R never exceeded even the 5% level.
Predictive model
Actually, the forecasting is not the main application of models based on the jump-diffusion but it is also possible to use them for such a purpose. We conducted similar investigations for all data sets for which the assumptions from the model (1) were valid. The chosen time horizons were 1, 4, 6, 8 weeks and 3 months. The exact prediction in such models is just the actual process value multiplied by the riskless interest rate factor, which is equal to the future expected value of such processes. One can see an example of such a forcast in Fig.3 . The additional limits of the 90%-confidence interval for the 6-weeks prediction were usually  5-10% about the expectation. Figure 3 . The actual value of East/West Africa SCFI and the 90% confidence interval for its 6-weeks forecast.
Conclusions
The original Black-Scholes model cannot be applied for modeling freight rates or index trajectories because of deviation from normality. But generally, for the majority of data sets investigated, both SCFI and a chosen company internal data, the linear Poissonian jumpdiffusion model (1) should give a good approximation, except for the following exceptions:
• any jump-diffusion model for Europe SCFI , Australia/New Zealand SCFI , West Japan SCFI , Korea SCFI and Hong Kong SCFI must not be applied because returns are not normally distributed in these instances even after the extraction of outliers;
• the jump part for Company Overall could not be investigated because only 3 jumps appeared, thus, its proper calibration was impossible;
• regarding Persian Gulf/Red Sea SCFI rather a general nonlinear jump-diffusion should be considered because a recent process value affects significantly a consecutive return;
• the model for East Japan SCFI should be driven by another counting process rather than the Poissonian one because interjump period lengths were non-exponentially distributed and after 6 jumps slightly autocorrelated; moreover, the jump coefficient should be rather nonlinear because a recent process value affects significantly a consecutive jump size.
On the contrary, the linear Poissonian jump-diffusion model should be very accurate especially for East/West Africa SCFI, Taiwan SCFI and Company Asia-Europe trade.
However, a proper size of time lag in several remained cases should be chosen for calibration of the model.
The results mean that generally the jump-diffusion model may be properly applied in the container shipping, especially in such market parts where the historical data is properly rich. Fortunately, this is the case of the most competitive and thereby the most essential AsiaEurope trade. The research lets provide the hedging tools similar to those from the financial markets, as e.g. Call options (see Karatzas, Shreve, 1998) to the container shipping. The investigation is conducted basing on the data from a chosen company only, though, since this part of the market is significantly competitive, the competitors' freight rates should be quite similar to one another. Thus, the results may be applied by each company operating in this field.
